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Four Basic Skills
Skills needed for effective communication

1.

2.

3.

4.
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See Rule of Three Card if they choose not to be calm

Correcting 
Negative Behaviors

Because no family is perfect

Describe the situation 
“Just now...”

Explain rationale - Give a reason to 
change that will matter to them.
“When you do this...”

Describe correct behavior 
“What you should have done was...”“What you should have done was...”

Consequence 
“Because you... You have earned...”

Praise for accepting consequence 
“You did so good saying OK...”

Practice 3 times 
“I’ll be you and you be me...”

Praise for practice Praise for practice 
“Your voice tone was so calm...”

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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7.
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Rule of Three
For out-of-instructional control behaviors

24 hour loss of privileges starts after child is calm and 
ready to follow instructions. Keep checking back until 
calm. During 24 hours child should be working.

Out of control still? 
Pre-teach 3rd, instruction, correction with 3rd 
consequence.
Doing fine?  Praise and corrective teach.

Out of control still? 
Pre-teach 2nd and 3rd, instruction, correction with 
2nd consequence.
Doing fine? Praise and corrective teach.

1st - Major Maintenance
2nd - SODAS
3rd - 24 hour Loss of privileges

1.

2.

3.

3 steps, 3 times, 3 different consequences.

“It seems to me that you might be out of instructional control...”
Child is not calm and refuses to follow instructions.

(See Correcting Negative Behaviors card first)  
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Notice the chaos - What is happening? How will 
you communicate? Recognize when you are in a 
power struggle. Is the temperature rising?

Check yourself - Am I calm?

Seek to understand - What are they feeling?  
How can I show them I understand?

Know what to sayKnow what to say - Describe the situation & Do 
Correction or Intervention 
Just now this is what happened…
(Correction, Rule of Three, or Calm Down Spot) 

Wait for the person to become calmWait for the person to become calm - They 
need to be able to follow all the steps to following 
an instruction. Invite the child to follow 
instructions every few minutes.
Do you have a Calm Voice, Face, and Body?

End with a parent counseling sessionEnd with a parent counseling session - After  
the consequences have been accepted - Make a 
plan for success next time. 
(Situation, options, disadvantages, advantages, solution)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Follow correction and Rule of Three steps 
listed in Parenting A House United book.

Reference SODAS exercises for 
parent counseling sessions

Calm Parenting
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Do this before you do anything else

Describe current or upcoming situation 
“Right now...”  “When we...”

Explain positive consequences 
“If you choose to...”

Explain negative consequences 
“If you choose to...”

Practice the correct behavior Practice the correct behavior 
“I'll be you and you be me...”

Give Specific Praise 
“You did a good job at...”

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Easiest Prep “You need to say OK.” or “I'm 
going to give you an instruction/No answer 
right now.”

Prepping
Pre-teaching


